Dining Advisory Council Meeting Notes for February 25, 2021

Attendees:
Lynn Place
Troy Rudd
Alex Brugger
Alexcis Mendoza
j scates
Charles Pereira
Ebony Brunn
Aja Rodriguez
Deja Sero
Michael Quiballo
Firoj Gurung
Matt Perry
Sheeva Baghalian
Debbie Carpenter

Meeting was called to order by council Co-Chair j scates. He recapped the past year’s accomplishment by the council and the progress made.

Recruitment of a Co-Chair was discussed; Troy Rudd mentioned Hunter Hall students have been displaced and just trying to get back to normal. Since this topic has been on the agenda since Fall 2020 it was decided to ask students for a volunteer and then vote via email. The email will be sent with a deadline of next week.

Chartwells outlined all the March special events

Proposed increase of meal plan rates for Hunter Hall residents. The suggestions below were discussed

- Mark Denney could present at the SGA Senate if a quorum can’t be met at the regular SGA meetings. If they gave their support this could be communicated to President Blake.
- Mark Denney could discuss this proposal with the Hunter Hall students. They are the group that is impacted if the rate is increased.
- Current residents could be granted an exemption from the new rate since they have been there with rates increasing possibly a third time.
- May have repercussions from commuter students if only the residential students are surveyed.